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Inuit Engagement in Resource 
Development Approval Process: 
The Cases of Voisey’s Bay and  
Mary River

Thierry Rodon, Aude Therrien, and Karen Bouchard1

In this chapter, we look at the engagement of Inuit communities in two min-
ing projects, namely Voisey’s Bay and Mary River, both located in regions 
where Inuit have signed land claim settlements. Voisey’s Bay is a nickel mine 
in Nunatsiavut that submitted a development proposal for evaluation in 
1994, while negotiations were underway on the Labrador Inuit land claim 
that was settled in 1997, and began operating in 2005, as the Nunatsiavut 
government, negotiated through the Labrador Inuit Land Claim Agreement 
(LILCA), was being created. The signing of this land claim is intimately 
linked to the Voisey’s Bay mining project development, as it was used as a 
leverage to accelerate negotiations (O’Faircheallaigh 2015). The entire con-
sultation process took place before the signing of the LILCA, which meant 
that an ad hoc engagement process had to be negotiated before the mining 
project’s approval. By contrast, Mary River is an iron mine located on Baffin 
Island in Nunavut, a Canadian territory created in 1999 through the Nunavut 
Land Claim Agreement (NLCA) that was signed in 1993. In this particular 
case, since the mining project was proposed in 2008 and approved in 2012, 
Inuit engagement was framed by the NLCA.

The engagement of Indigenous Peoples in the resource development ap-
proval process throughout Canada has dramatically changed over the past 
thirty years. Indigenous resistance and litigation in these two case studies 
have paved the way to several landmark decisions by the Supreme Court of 
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Canada that formally recognize Aboriginal Rights and redefine the govern-
ment’s role in resource development.

Aboriginal Rights in Canada stem from the long-standing occupation, 
possession, and use of the traditional lands by Indigenous societies prior to 
European contact. While some historical treaties were signed in the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, most of Canada’s lands remained un-
ceded Indigenous territories.2 This includes the North (Yukon, Northwest 
Territories, and Nunavut), significant portions of BC, large segments of the 
Maritimes and the entire province of Québec. In order to address this situa-
tion, a land claims process was developed in the 1970s by the federal govern-
ment through negotiated agreements with First Nations (Scholtz 2006). This 
conversely enabled the institutionalization of Indigenous participation in 
resource development by way of an impact assessment (IA) process co-man-
aged with Indigenous representatives and that has gone as far as obliging 
proponents to sign Impact and Benefit Agreements (IBAs) with Indigenous 
organizations in the most recent agreements.

In this context, one could firstly question the ability of these engagement 
processes (IAs and IBAs) to provide the leverage required for Indigenous 
organizations and communities to control development on their lands and 
to increase their engagement in these approval processes; and secondly, 
ask whether land claim agreements improve the engagement of Indigenous 
Peoples in the approval of resource development projects (Papillon and 
Rodon 2019). These questions appear crucial when it concerns the control and 
self-governance that Indigenous Peoples are striving to regain over their trad-
itional lands. Furthermore, with the passing of Bill C-15, the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act (the UNDRIP Act or 
the Act), into law on 21 June 2021, the principle of free, prior, and informed 
consent (FPIC) is now a legal norm for Indigenous Peoples’ engagement in 
resource development.

In order to answer these questions, we will first provide some background 
context, then present a concise description of Indigenous rights in Canada 
and of the consultation and participation mechanisms that currently shape 
Indigenous engagement in resource development projects. Following that, 
we will analyze Inuit engagement in the approval processes of two mineral 
development projects in Inuit Nunangat: the Mary River project in Nunavut 
and the Voisey’s Bay project in Nunatsiavut.
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These case studies show that while the IA and IBA processes allow pro-
ponents to fulfill their duty to consult and to secure the consent of Indigenous 
organizations, they do not guarantee that the expectations and aspirations of 
community members will be met. Furthermore, the engagement process of 
land claim agreements doesn’t necessarily lead to an effective and meaningful 
engagement (Rodon 2017).

An Emerging International Norm: Free, Prior, and 
Informed Consent (FPIC)
Free, prior, and informed consent is increasingly being considered as a new 
norm for Indigenous engagement in development projects worldwide. In 
2007, the United Nations adopted the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples (UNDRIP), a comprehensive international framework on the rights 
of Indigenous Peoples. While providing a clear definition of the minimum 
standards for the dignity and well-being of Indigenous Peoples worldwide, 
the goals and standards it sets forth are not, however, binding. The initial re-
sistance of Canada and other British common-law settler societies (Australia, 
New Zealand, and the United States) to signing this document has proven its 
significance. One of this framework’s most contentious elements is the con-
cept of free, prior, and informed consent applied to contexts of resource de-
velopment on Indigenous territory. In 2010, Canada endorsed UNDRIP while 
expressing concerns about FPIC when used as a veto. Finally, on May 10, 
2016, the federal minister of Indigenous Affairs, Carolyn Bennett, announced 
at the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues that “Canada [was] a full 
supporter of the Declaration without qualification” and that the federal gov-
ernment intended “nothing less than to adopt and implement the declaration 
in accordance with the Canadian Constitution” (Bennett 2016). The Royal 
Assent of the UNDRIP Act in 2021 marks a historic milestone in Canada’s 
implementation of UNDRIP, especially given Section 5 of the UNDRIP Act, 
which requires the federal government “to take all measures necessary to en-
sure that Canada’s federal laws are consistent with the Declaration, and to do 
so in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous peoples” (Duncanson et 
al. 2021).

Two interpretations of this concept currently prevail. The first is a more 
process-oriented vision that simply requires that governments and propon-
ents make an effort to obtain the consent of Indigenous communities. The 
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second, more substantive in nature, considers that FPIC requires that both a 
deliberative process amongst the community and a negotiation process with 
the proponent take place (Papillon and Rodon 2019). As such, FPIC must 
entail discussions conducted freely and with all relevant information about 
the project and its impacts before any form of consent is given. Negotiations 
must necessarily occur between community representatives and the propon-
ents after the deliberative process has taken place with community members 
(Papillon and Rodon 2017b). A project’s outcomes would also necessitate 
negotiations with the members of the concerned communities and see their 
interests reconciled with those of the proponent (Papillon and Rodon 2017a). 
Communities must also be able to refuse projects throughout the FPIC 
process.

Aboriginal Rights and Indigenous Consultation in 
Canada
In Canada, a series of landmark decisions by the Supreme Court, such as 
Haida (2004), Taku River (2004) and Mikisew Cree (2005), established the 
Crown’s duty to consult and sometimes accommodate Indigenous Peoples 
when proposed activities are believed to potentially have adverse impacts on 
their rights and related interests (AANDC 2011).

The strength of a nation’s Aboriginal Rights and the potential negative 
impacts of the proposed activity on these rights influence the Crown’s duty 
to consult. If the impacts of proposed projects are limited and the Aboriginal 
Rights of the concerned communities are weak (for example, not recognized 
by the federal government or any treaty), the Crown may only have an obliga-
tion to notify the Indigenous communities on proposed development activ-
ities. In cases where government activities are predicted to cause major nega-
tive impacts on Aboriginal Rights, substantial consultations and accommo-
dations are needed. Consultation activities are held at stages deemed fitting 
by the concerned government department or agency charged with enacting 
the Crown’s duty to consult, in accordance with their operational realities as 
well as the societal interests at stake (AANDC 2011). If the negative impacts 
and Aboriginal Rights of the concerned Nation are both strong, it might be 
necessary to obtain the consent of the concerned Indigenous community.3

While the Crown is ultimately responsible for consultation processes, the 
Crown’s duty to consult can be, and very often is, delegated to the company 
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or government in charge of a project’s planning and implementation (the pro-
ponent). The proponent may consider this delegation of power as a means of 
reducing the legal uncertainties surrounding their project. In order to fulfill 
their obligations to consult Indigenous Peoples, the Crown and proponents 
use two mechanisms: IBAs and IAs.

Indigenous Participation in the Context of Land Claim 
Agreements
The Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in Calder et al. v. Attorney‑General 
of British Columbia (1973), which asserted that the Nisga’a Tribal Council 
had never relinquished their lands to the Crown, led to the recognition of 
the existence of Aboriginal titles as a concept in Canadian common law. This 
ruling led to the Comprehensive Land Claims Policy and the implementa-
tion of land claims agreements, also known as modern treaties, by the federal 
government. This policy enables the provincial and federal governments, as 
well as Indigenous groups, to negotiate unsettled land claims agreements.4 
The purpose of these agreements is to settle Indigenous land rights and titles 
through financial compensations, the definition of surface and subsurface 
rights, and by establishing the rights of Indigenous communities to par-
ticipate in the management of resources on their lands (Rodon 2017). The 
right to participate in resource management is usually implemented through 
co-management boards that oversee land management and the impact review 
process. Land claim agreements have more recently made the signing of IBAs 
between proponents and the Indigenous land claim organizations mandatory, 
thus requiring a form of consensual agreement on the terms and conditions 
of resource development.5 This inclusion does not, however, correspond to 
substantive free prior and informed consent since community participation 
in IBA negotiations are not mandatory.

Impact Assessment Processes
In Canada, the consultations required for major resource development pro-
jects occur, for the most part, during impact assessments (IA)—processes in 
which proponents play a key role. The legislative and regulatory framework 
supporting IA processes is quite complex. The federal government adopt-
ed its first environmental impact assessment legislation in 1973. Provinces 
have since established their own distinctive impact assessment processes 
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for projects that fall under their jurisdiction. Land claims agreements with 
Indigenous Peoples have also led to the creation of specific processes in the 
concerned treaty area. The IA process therefore varies according to a project’s 
location. Project proponents are usually required to gather relevant informa-
tion and to produce reports on their project’s foreseen environmental im-
pacts as well as the actions that can be done to reduce these effects (mitigation 
measures). Proponents must also hold public consultations with Indigenous 
communities and all other interested parties. Participants are invited to ex-
press their concerns during these hearings.

While IAs represent an important participatory exercise that allow 
Indigenous communities, representatives, and local communities to voice 
their concerns and to discuss and confront project proponents, their partici-
pation remains superficial and passive since they ultimately have little ability 
to shape the decision-making process (O’Faircheallaigh 2007; Papillon and 
Rodon 2017a). Hence, consultations merely provide an opportunity for local 
communities to comment as well as to better understand a project’s implica-
tions and to identify suitable mitigation and accommodation measures. The 
hearing process is also based “on liberal democratic cultural values” that do 
not typically “invite or incite disagreement, debate, or activism” (Scobie and 
Rodgers 2013). It is therefore not surprising that the conclusions of IA pro-
cesses are increasingly challenged in court by Indigenous communities who 
deny their legitimacy as consultation processes (Papillon and Rodon 2017a).6

Impact and Benefit Agreements
Other mechanisms used to secure the consent of Indigenous communities 
are impact and benefit agreements (IBAs). In Canada, IBAs are private con-
tractual agreements that have increasingly become a standard practice for 
the mining industry. These are seen to provide a form of consent that has 
been considered to constitute a community’s expression of agreement to a 
proposed project, as determined by the terms and conditions negotiated in 
the agreement. As such, IBAs somewhat act as a testimony of the concerned 
communities’ acquiescence and thus protect proponents from litigation. IBAs 
have been defined as a mandatory process in the most recent modern land 
claim agreements, as with the NLCA and the LILCA. The signing of IBAs 
were mandatory for the authorization and implementation of the projects in 
these two cases.
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IBAs are private and usually confidential agreements negotiated between 
project proponents and Indigenous organizations. These agreements include, 
amongst other things, monitoring and mitigation measures, employment 
and training benefits, and financial compensation for the communities in 
exchange for their support in the project’s implementation and operation. As 
such, IBAs constitute legally binding agreements that ensure that the com-
munity won’t enter into litigation (Papillon and Rodon 2017b).

However, since IBAs are fundamentally private agreements, they are ne-
gotiated between representatives of the concerned Indigenous organizations 
and the proponents, and do not necessarily allow community deliberations. 
The absence of public deliberations is often interpreted as a means of ex-
clusion, triggering feelings of frustration among community members that 
stem from a perceived lack of interest in local concerns and preoccupations 
(Papillon and Rodon 2017a). IBAs may additionally be signed before the end 
of the IA process, which restricts the community’s access to important in-
formation regarding a project’s potential or predicted impacts and the ability 
of affected communities to voice their preoccupations to their representative 
and to oppose the project (Papillon and Rodon 2017b).

The Voisey’s Bay Project
The Voisey’s Bay mine is an open pit mine operated by Vale Inco, which ex-
tracts nickel, copper, and cobalt in Nunatsiavut. Located in an area of north-
ern Labrador without terrestrial links to other communities, the mining site 
employs approximately 450 people through the fly-in/fly-out model. The 
mine is located 35 km from the Inuit community of Nain and 80 km from the 
community of Davis Inlet. The Labrador Inuit live in five communities north 
of Voisey’s Bay, and the Labrador Innus live in two communities south of the 
Voisey’s Bay mine. The Indigenous population was, between 1996 and 2000, 
approximately 30% of the Labrador population (Laforce 2012). While the 
Labrador Innu and Inuit nations were both similarly engaged in the mine’s 
approval process, our analysis will essentially focus on the engagement pro-
cess of the Labrador Inuit communities.

The Voisey’s Bay project was first proposed in 1994 when Inuit were 
fighting for their formal recognition as an Indigenous Nation. This formal 
recognition would be achieved through the signing of the Labrador Inuit 
Land Claims Agreement in 2005. The mine’s IA process was not, therefore, 
established by a land claim agreement. The process was rather determined by 
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a memorandum of understanding signed in 1997 between the governments 
of Newfoundland and Labrador, the federal government, the Labrador Inuit 
Association, and the Innu Nation. This provided an opportunity for the sig-
natories to fully participate in the IA process of the Voisey’s Bay project. The 
IA’s assessment panel was required to include a representative for each of the 
four involved parties. The memorandum of understanding also demanded 
the signature of an IBA, and the conclusion of land claims agreements with 
the Innu and Inuit. These conditions represented key elements for the approv-
al of the proposed project (Laforce 2012).

The Impact Assessment
The initial project proponents began discussing the extractive project’s de-
velopment with Inuit and Innu Nations between 1994 and 1996. Interviews 
conducted by Kenny (2015) reveal that negotiations were difficult at first since 
the proponents did not seriously consider their two Indigenous counterparts 
or their land claim. Relations improved once Innu people organized protests 
at the mine site in Voisey’s Bay. In response to their opposition, the mining 
company hired more experienced negotiators. However, negotiations stopped 
in 1996 when Vale Inco purchased the Voisey’s Bay deposits from the previ-
ous owners. By then, both the Labrador Inuit Association (LIA) and the Innu 
Nation were engaged in land claims negotiations with the provincial govern-
ment for lands that included the Voisey’s Bay area (Heritage Newfoundland 
and Labrador 2011). Negotiations between the LIA and the Innu Nation with 
the proponent for the IBA as well as with the provincial government for the 
environmental assessment process restarted a year later, in 1997 (Archibald 
and Crnkovich 1999; Kenny 2015).

When Vale Inco acquired the project in 1996, Inuit lacked the necessary 
information to fully take part in the decision-making process since they had 
only been given a three-page document presenting a descriptive summary of 
the proposed project (Kenny 2015). They additionally feared a narrow defin-
ition of the project footprints by Vale Inco, a definition that would exclude 
or marginalize Inuit knowledge (Kenny 2015). The LIA therefore prepared 
and submitted their own report, titled Seeing the Land Is Seeing Ourselves 
(Williamson 1996) which was completed at the same time as the standard 
environmental assessment process. Their document became a reference 
throughout the planning processes (Kenny 2015). The Innu Nation and the 
LIA additionally organized information campaigns and undertook successful 
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litigation and civil disobedience activities to increase pressure on the propon-
ent and provincial government to reach an agreement on the terms of the 
environmental assessment process (Kenny 2015). The impact assessment of 
the Voisey’s Bay mine began after the signature of a memorandum of under-
standing in 1997 and the formation of a joint review panel where the Innu 
Nation and the Labrador Inuit Association representatives sit alongside the 
federal and provincial governments. The parties agreed to participate in a 
joint environmental impact assessment (Gibson 2002). Since the Innu Nation 
and the LIA had no land claim agreements, both parties made it clear that the 
conclusion of such agreement would be a key element of the environmental 
assessment and would be necessary before the Voisey’s Bay mine could begin 
operation (Laforce 2012).

Following the submission of Vale Inco’s Environmental Impact Statement 
in December 1997, the joint review panel, established earlier with the signa-
ture of the memorandum of understanding, held public and technical hear-
ings throughout the year 1998 in the ten communities of Labrador and in St. 
John’s (Archibald and Crnkovich 1999; Gibson 2006; Laforce 2012). The Innu 
and Inuit parties also engaged in “protests, site occupations and court actions 
to ensure that their voices were heard, and their concerns addressed” (Gibson 
2006). From the beginning of August 1997, the Innu and Inuit, who had been 
arguing with the proponent and the government that the construction of 
roads and the airstrip would undermine the integrity of the environmental 
assessment process, initiated an on-site protest and began legal action on that 
matter.7 They later won the case, obliging Vale Inco to stop its work on the 
project’s infrastructure (Gibson 2006).

The joint review panel concluded its work in March 1999. Their report 
stated that the proponents had, amongst other things, to sign IBAs with the 
Innu Nation and LIA in order for the project to proceed (Gibson 2006). The 
completion of the land claims negotiations with the provincial government 
was also declared mandatory to the project’s continuation (Gibson 2006).

The IBAs
In parallel to the IA process, the LIA organized consultations, workshops, 
and research to establish its members’ priorities for the IBA (O’Faircheallaigh 
2015). One year after the signature of the agreement-in-principles concerning 
Inuit land claims in 2001, an IBA was approved by referendum by 82% of the 
Labrador Inuit population and signed in 2002 (Laforce 2012). Two rounds of 
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information sessions had previously been conducted in all of the five Inuit 
communities of Nunatsiavut (Kenny 2015). The Labrador Inuit Land Claims 
Agreement was signed in January 2005, and the mine started its operations 
in 2005.

Summary of the Voisey’s Bay Project Case
As explained above, Inuit communities of Labrador played an integral role in 
both the definition of the IA process and the IBA. Inuit organizations initially 
engaged in a conflictual relationship with the proponent during the impact 
assessment process since they did not believe that they were taken seriously 
by the company’s representatives. The community members and representa-
tives of both nations were highly mobilized throughout the IA process and 
IBA negotiations (through protests, information campaigns, workshops, and 
civil disobedience movements, etc.). Community members were not only in-
vited to attend public hearings but were summoned to partake in protests 
and civil disobedience. By doing so, they came to play a more active role in 
the decision-making process. The IBA was also signed three years after the 
conclusion of the impact assessment process. While it remains confidential 
to this day, the IBA was shared with all the Labrador Inuit communities and 
adopted by a referendum. The population was therefore fully informed about 
the content of the IBA and participated in its approval. The communities 
additionally took part in the deliberation processes of the IA and IBA. Inuit 
communities were thus able to give their consent to the project. The con-
siderable involvement of community members throughout the process also 
limited the tensions between the regional and local organizations by allowing 
the latter to play an important part in the decision-making process. The ab-
sence of land claim agreements did not undermine Inuit engagement during 
the process. On the contrary, Inuit organizations used the land claim negoti-
ations as leverage in their negotiations during the IA and IBA processes and 
to help community mobilization.

The Mary River Project
The Mary River mine, owned by Baffinland Iron Mines Corporation (BIMC), 
is located between Pond Inlet and Igloolik on Baffin Island, Nunavut. The mine 
is located on Inuit-owned land, where Inuit own surface and subsurface rights 
that are managed by the Qikiqtani Inuit Association (QIA). The approbation 
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process of the Mary River mining project began in 2008, and the first approval 
of the project was given by the Government of Canada in December 2012.

As opposed to Voisey’s Bay, the Mary River project was developed fif-
teen years after the signing of the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement (NLCA). 
The NLCA establishes Inuit ownership of approximately eighteen percent of 
the land in Nunavut and mineral rights to two percent of these lands, a cash 
settlement, and the creation and administration of the territory of Nunavut 
by an elected government. The Agreement also provides for the creation of 
three designated Inuit organizations, one being the QIA. The QIA is a not-
for-profit organization representing the thirteen Inuit communities of the 
Qikiqtani region and has the mandate to protect and promote Inuit rights and 
values, as well as lands of cultural significance to Inuit. The NLCA further put 
into place three co-management institutions mandated to oversee resource 
development projects, including the Nunavut Planning Commission (NPC), 
which is “responsible for the development, implementation and monitoring 
of land use plans that guide and direct resource use and development in the 
Nunavut Settlement Area”; and the Nunavut Impact Review Board (NIRB), 
which is charged with assessing the potential biophysical and socio-economic 
impacts of proposed developments in Nunavut.8 Inuit organizations appoint 
half of the members of the NIRB and the NPC to ensure representation of 
Inuit interests in decision-making. The NLCA stipulates that Inuit Impact 
and Benefit Agreements (IIBAs) are mandatory for any major development 
project, such as mining. IIBAs are negotiated with the designated Inuit 
regional organizations that are in charge of managing Inuit land—in this 
case, the QIA.

Impact Assessment
The IA process for the Mary River mine started in 2008 and 2009 with the 
publication of the NIRB’s feasibility study (Saywell 2008; Rogers 2009). It was 
followed by two rounds of technical reviews and public hearings in 2011 (NIRB 
2012). While this was happening, several concerns were raised by community 
members, the Government of Nunavut, and the QIA regarding the lack of 
baseline information and communication (George 2011a; Williams 2015). The 
mine submitted its final environmental impact statement in February 2012, 
and the final hearings were scheduled in July 2012 in Iqaluit, Igloolik, and 
Pond Inlet. These were broadcasted on IsumaTV in an attempt to enforce a 
more deliberative engagement model for the Inuit community (George 2012a, 
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2012b; Scobie and Rodgers 2013). Forty-one community members from eight 
communities9 in Nunavut participated in the final hearings (NIRB 2012).

During the hearings, one of the main discussion topics was possible 
alternative transportation modalities of the iron ore from the mining site, 
located in Mary River to the Milne Inlet port, located near the Pond Inlet 
community, and destined for the European market. During the hearings, 
the Government of Nunavut criticized the important impact a railway 
would have on the North Baffin caribou herd and insisted that BIMC de-
velop a more detailed mitigation plan (Dawson 2012). Makivik Corporation, 
the legal representative of Nunavik’s Inuit, also voiced their concerns about 
the year-round shipping route (Murphy 2012). The QIA, for their part, sup-
ported the project, saying it was the right choice for the Inuit, but stressed the 
lack of baseline information10 (CBC News 2012a; Williams 2015). The may-
ors of Igloolik and Hall Beach, who originally objected to the port location, 
changed their minds, stating that they would not oppose the project as long as 
they received adequate compensation (CBC News 2012a). In 2011, the mayors 
of the two communities sent letters to the NIRB explaining their position. 
While “grave reservations over the Steensby site” were continuously held by 
the community of Igloolik, Paul Quassa (at the time the mayor of Igloolik) 
insisted that the benefits also had to be considered (CBC News 2011). From 
January 2012 onwards, the new mayor of Igloolik, Nicholas Arnatsiaq, also 
supported the project. Many Igloolimiut were, however, more skeptical dur-
ing the final hearings (CBC News 2012b). While supporting the project, the 
Pond Inlet community expressed important concerns about the new propos-
als put forward by the mine. Amongst other things, the hamlet of Pond Inlet 
insisted that the project had to guarantee that it would not impact the access 
to country food and ensure the protection of their land (NIRB 2014).

Moreover, during these hearings, community members raised important 
concerns about the consultation process and whether Inuit organizations, 
such as the QIA, the Government of Nunavut, and the mayors of Igloolik and 
Hall Beach acted in their interests (Williams 2015). Some expressed concern 
about the lack of possibilities for community members to fully participate in 
the hearings and local representatives felt excluded from the decision-mak-
ing process and considered that their institutions were not working in their 
interest (Williams 2015). IsumaTV, a website for Inuit media and art, played 
an important role with respect to this matter. Feeling that the IA process was 
more about the delivery of information rather than a platform conducive to 
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deliberation, IsumaTV recorded and collected Inuit testimonies about the 
project. They also created a blog, recorded a series of community events and 
individual interviews, and broadcast call-in radio shows on the event. Their 
active role during the hearing led the NIRB to include the news media as 
one of the tools the company would, thereafter, be required to use to inform 
Inuit communities of their project’s development (Scobie and Rogers 2013). 
Aside from this element, as Williams (2015) noted, the numerous public 
interventions “failed to have a meaningful impact on the information that 
was included in the final assessment.” The project was finally approved by 
the Government of Canada in December 2012. Over the course of the same 
month, the company obtained a project certificate from the NIRB.

Modifications to the Proposal and Phase Two Project
In January 2013, a month after the project’s final approval, the proponent 
requested permission from the NIRB to execute a phased approach and to 
amend their project certificate. The company planned on slowing down 
the mine’s construction and delay the project’s implementation because of 
a decrease in steel prices (Bell 2013). Rather than sending iron ore by train 
to a deepwater port in Steensby Inlet, the company would convey the ex-
tracted minerals by truck on an all-weather road to a port in Milne Inlet 
(The Canadian Press 2013). Because of the importance of these changes, in 
February 2013, the NIRB decided, with the agreement of the federal govern-
ment, to reconsider Mary River’s project certificate (CBC News 2013; George 
2013). The NIRB and the federal approved the amended Mary River project 
in spring 2014.

In October 2014, however, BIMC submitted additional amendments for 
a Phase Two project: the company aimed to triple the amount of ore shipped 
through Milne Inlet, from 4.2 million tones to about 12 million tones, for 
ten months every year (from June until March), which required icebreaking 
in Eclipse Sound near Pond Inlet and into Baffin Bay (Bell 2014; CBC News 
2014). This proposal further entailed an additional 150 voyages per year, 
floating fuel storage, ice management vessels, and a significant increase of 
haul truck traffic along the tote road between Milne Inlet and Mary River 
(Nunatsiaq News 2015).

In an unprecedented opposition, the NPC unanimously rejected BIMC’s 
amended proposals for the Mary River project in April 2015, explaining that 
their submission did not conform to the land use plan, since icebreaking 
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activities “would prevent or prohibit wildlife harvesting and traditional activ-
ities” (CBC News 2015a; Gregoire 2015a). In April 2015, Charlie Inuarak, the 
mayor of Pond Inlet, also insisted on the significant impact of icebreaking on 
wildlife harvesting and traditional activities that these changes could entail, 
echoing concerns shared by several community members (CBC News 2015b). 
The QIA and Nunavut Tunngavik Inc. (NTI) both supported the commun-
ity’s position (Bell 2015; CBC News 2015c).

The company, however, challenged the NPC’s refusal, and asked the fed-
eral government for an exemption from the land use plan (Bell 2015). In a 
letter sent to the minister of AANDC, the Government of Nunavut supported 
the mine’s request and asserted that they supported a decision that would 
allow the mine to bypass the land use plan (Gregoire 2015b). The Government 
of Nunavut’s position was also endorsed by the mayor and council of Pond 
Inlet, who changed sides in July 2015, four months after he had said he sup-
ported the NPC’s decision (CBC News 2015d). They felt that the best way to 
address the impacts of the new proposal was through public hearings with 
the NIRB (CBC News 2015e). In July 2015, AANDC granted the exemption 
to the mine. This was a controversial decision that was seen as bypassing the 
NLCA impact process. However, given the significance of the proposed chan-
ges, BIMC was required to resubmit its proposal for Phase Two to the NIRB 
and delay the already planned public consultations.

In 2016, the company made more changes, asking for the construction 
of a railway from the Mary River site to the Milne Inlet port as a means of 
replacing the road it had previously requested (Rohner 2016; Skura 2016). 
Community representatives expressed concern about the project’s multiple 
changes. In the words of Abraham Qammaniq, Hall Beach’s community dir-
ector, “Where do we draw the line? They’re not thinking of the land. They’re 
not thinking of the people” (Skura 2016).

Final hearings took place in November 2019. However, the hearings were 
adjourned only five days after it started at the request of NTI that complained 
of a lack of time to review the documents and inadequate consultation from 
BIMC. The motion was supported by all interveners, including the QIA 
president: “[T]here’s just too many outstanding questions that haven’t been 
resolved. From my perspective, if you’re going to make a decision for your fu-
ture, you’ve got to ensure you have all the information available to make that 
sound decision. It just wasn’t quite there” (Tranter and Anselmi 2019). This 
happened a few days after it was revealed that the company was promoting to 
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private investors that it planned shipping up to 18 million tonnes of iron ore 
every year rather than 12 million tonnes as indicated in the proposal under 
review (Tranter 2019). This news furthered the distrust toward BIMC.

Because of the COVID-19 pandemic and given the significant opposition 
and the limit of technical meetings held via teleconference, the hearings were 
put on hold on April 24, 2020 (Deuling 2020). The NIRB stated that the re-
view process would only resume once travel restrictions were lifted and when 
Nunavummiut would be allowed to return to work and have public gather-
ings (Deuling 2020).

Despite significant Inuit opposition to BIMC’s expansion project, espe-
cially within the five communities of North Baffin, the NIRB resumed public 
hearings on the expansion of the Mary River iron mine from 26 January to 6 
February 2021 in Pond Inlet, with restricted in-person access, online stream-
ing, and television broadcasting (Bell 2021). Frustrated with this process, as 
we will see in the next section, six Inuit hunters from Pond Inlet and Arctic 
Bay went to block the Mary River airstrip.

The hearings continued throughout the spring across impacted com-
munities until April 25 (Murray 2021). BIMC subsequently made changes to 
its proposal in response to Inuit concerns, and hearings resumed during the 
fall of 2021. This was the fourth attempt at completing the hearing regarding 
the proposed Phase Two expansion. Once the hearings are completed, BIMC 
is expected to submit final statements within one month, and the NIRB would 
have to prepare its final submission for the minister of northern affairs (Venn 
2021b). At the date of writing, the review process was still underway.

Negotiating Inuit and Impact Benefit Agreements
In parallel to the Impact Assessment process, BIMC was also renegotiating 
its IIBA with the QIA (George 2011b). Unlike the IBAs for the Voisey’s Bay 
mine, where there were no land claim agreements signed between the gov-
ernment and the Innu and Inuit Nations, and thus no obligation for IBAs, the 
IIBA for the Mary River project was required under Article 26 of the NLCA. 
During the negotiation of the IIBA, the QIA did not disclose any elements of 
the agreement’s content. No information sessions and referendums were held. 
The QIA and BIMC reached an agreement on the terms and conditions of the 
IIBA in September 2013, only a few months after the project was granted the 
necessary approval to move forward (Nunatsiaq News 2013a). A plain-lan-
guage guide was released and available for the public consultation of local 
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communities after the IIBA was signed (Nunatsiaq News 2013b). In December 
2013, the QIA released a public version of the IIBA without the detail on the 
financial arrangements and in May 2016, the full IIBA was made public. The 
QIA did so in an effort to be more transparent and open (Nunatsiaq News 
2013c). The full disclosure of the IIBA occurred one month before a conflict 
resolution mechanism, and arbitration procedures were launched between 
the QIA and BIMC to settle a dispute over royalty payments and employ-
ment levels. This led both parties into arbitration in April 2017 (Nunatsiaq 
News 2017). The Arbitration Panel made a unanimous ruling in favour of the 
QIA and determined that BIMC owed the QIA approximately $7.3 million 
(Nunatsiaq News 2017).

The tensions between the Inuit organization and the local Inuit com-
munities did not, however, lessen after the disclosure of the IIBA. Following 
the beginning of the arbitration procedures initiated by the QIA, six Nunavut 
communities, namely Hall Beach, Igloolik, Pond Inlet, Clyde River, Arctic 
Bay and Resolute Bay, submitted a petition to the NTI in March 2017, re-
questing their separation from the QIA in order for them to form their own 
Inuit organization.11 The secession, which was initiated by Pond Inlet, the 
most affected community, is primarily due to the disagreements about the 
use of the royalty payments received from BIMC, currently saved in a legacy 
fund established by the QIA (Van Dusen 2017). This separation request was 
rejected by NTI.

As the company submitted amendments to the project in 2016, the QIA 
demanded a renegotiation of the IIBA. This time however, consultations and 
community visits were conducted by the QIA prior to the renegotiation of 
the IIBA. The new IIBA signed in 2019, called the Inuit Certainty Agreement, 
contains a range of provisions intended to support Inuit interests “in terms 
of financial transfers (advance and royalty payments), employment, contract-
ing/subcontracting, and training opportunities, as well as social and environ-
mental initiatives” (Loxley 2019, 3). The amended IIBA increases Inuit train-
ing and employment at the mine. It also changes the formula for royalty pay-
ments, an element that was at the heart of a previous dispute between BIMC 
and the QIA (Brown 2020). Finally, the new IIBA allowed an Inuit oversight 
of the project by putting into place an Inuit-led environmental monitoring 
and financial commitment to build daycares in the affected communities. 
The QIA’s president considered that the new agreement “put Inuit in the driv-
er’s seat” (Tranter 2020). Those changes in the IIBA reflect, according to the 
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QIA, the comments received following public consultations in 2018 (Brown 
2020). However, signing the Inuit Certainty Agreement was seen as providing 
a form of consent prior to the completion of the NIRB process and the final 
approval by the federal authority.

This led to further tension with the Northern communities and on 
February 4, 2021, seven Inuit men from Pond Inlet and Arctic Bay, who called 
themselves the Nuluujaat Land Guardians, drove their skidoos to the Mary 
River mine and blocked the landing strip, cutting the mine’s resupply chan-
nels and preventing the miners from exiting the site. Specifically, the pro-
testors feared that their concerns regarding the expansion’s negative impact 
on the caribou population and other wildlife in the area, including narwhal, 
on which Inuit depend for subsistence, were not being considered by their 
representatives or the mining company (Beers 2021). In order to stop the pro-
test, the mining company’s lawyers were able to obtain a court injunction. 
However, the blockade ended on February 11 after the mayor of Pond Inlet’s 
mediation (Beers 2021). Negotiations with an elected official, based on con-
structive dialogues and a proposal responding to the protestors’ demands, 
were more fruitful than the court injunction.

This public expression of discontent toward the extractive operations in 
Mary River illustrates the frustration engendered by such development pro-
jects within communities adjacent to the mine site. It further demonstrates 
how Inuit express their grievance when official processes and communication 
channels appear ineffective, but also how they engage in activism in the hopes 
of enacting meaningful political change. It is worth noting that the Nuluujaat 
Land Guardians subsequently met with federal Department of Northern 
Affairs and its minister, Dan Vandal, in May 2021 to “discuss the strengths 
and values of their communities,” as well as “land-based economic options 
for current and future generations of north Baffin residents ... who do not 
wish to be involved in mining” (Venn 2021a). This conversation, which hap-
pened outside official processes, shows how such a protest catalyzed changes 
that transgress the event’s conclusion.

Finally, in a surprising reversal brought by the increasing pressure on 
the QIA from Inuit communities impacted by the Mary River project, the 
QIA announced in March 2021 that it was withdrawing its support of BIMC’s 
Phase Two expansion proposal (QIA 2021). Without the QIA’s support, this 
expansion is unlikely to occur.
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Analysis of the Mary River Case
In the Mary River case, the NLCA obliged all concerned parties to negotiate 
an IBA and set the conditions for the impact assessment. No protests were 
required for these negotiations to take place. The concerns of local Inuit com-
munities were channelled through established co-management institutions 
as well as through Inuit organizations created by the NLCA, and their con-
cerns were heard during public hearings. Furthermore, because of the NLCA, 
the mine had to follow an established process and thus could not minimize 
the role that the local and regional organizations had to play.

However, the concerns of local community members and the positions 
of their local and regional representatives often appeared divergent. While 
important criticisms were raised by community members on the impact of 
the railway and year-round shipping on wildlife, their concerns and objec-
tions often appeared minimized. The hamlets of Pond Inlet, Igloolik and Hall 
Beach were all, initially, very critical of the Mary River project. However, 
they changed their position over the course of the environmental assessment 
process by deciding to support the project so long as they received adequate 
compensation from the mining company. While the mayors of Pond Inlet, 
Igloolik, and Hall Beach still outlined the potential negative impacts of the 
transportation of iron ore, the positive economic impacts justified the pro-
ject’s implementation. For that reason, some community members attending 
the public hearings expressed their concern toward the way local and regional 
organizations represented their opinion (Williams 2015). Furthermore, the 
numerous changes made by the mining company after receiving approval 
from the NIRB divided Inuit organizations and communities over the pro-
cess itself. Finally, the secretive nature of the negotiations that led to the first 
IIBA (the local communities were not informed of the agreement’s content 
before its signature), could possibly explain in part the skepticism and criti-
cisms voiced during the public hearings. The second IIBA was also negotiated 
behind closed doors, but at least community consultations were held before 
the negotiation process started. This didn’t prevent criticism from some Inuit 
communities who felt that the IIBA was signed before the IA process was 
conducted or complete, which led to the blockade of the Mary River airstrip 
by Inuit hunters who felt their concerns were not addressed. Therefore, both 
the IA and the IBA processes have not been able to provide a real community 
engagement, and this is reflected in the multiples episodes of dissension. In 
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the end, the QIA had to change position because of the pressure from local 
communities.

Conclusion
These two cases show important variations in the form and extent of com-
munity engagement. In both cases, there was a good level of engagement 
throughout the IA processes, although only in the Nunatsiavut case was there 
a real community engagement process during the development of the IBA. 
This engagement included both a deliberative process and a referendum. In 
the case of Nunavut, information regarding the IBA was only shared with 
Inuit beneficiaries after the signing of the agreement. The negotiation of the 
second IBA provided for more engagement, although that didn’t prevent dis-
sension among Inuit organizations. In addition, there was no deliberative 
process on any of the agreements.

In the case of Voisey’s Bay, even without a land claim agreement frame-
work, the Inuit negotiators, as well as the Labrador Inuit population, demon-
strated a strong engagement both during the IA and IBA processes. This could 
be explained by the fact that, right from the beginning, negotiations had to 
take place to define the IA process and that the IBA process was linked to the 
land claim negotiation. Thus, considerable mobilizations occurred during the 
different negotiation phases to ensure that Innu and Inuit from Labrador took 
part in the IA process and that their rights were respected. Since the Labrador 
Inuit were very involved throughout the process and because the land claim 
agreements and IBAs were negotiated simultaneously, it appeared sensible to 
vote for their approval by referendum, especially considering that the IBA 
was a precondition to the signing of the land claims agreement.

For the Labrador Inuit negotiators, strong opposition from commun-
ity members could have jeopardized the signing of the Labrador Inuit Land 
Claims Agreement. This consequently led to a process akin to FPIC, since it 
involved forms of consultations and deliberations amongst all Labrador Inuit.

In the Mary River case, the engagement processes were established by 
the NLCA, but as shown above, both the IA and the IIBA were considered 
unsatisfactory by a number of Nunavummiut. In the case of the IA process, 
several people felt that they had not been heard or considered, although, 
through the pressure of the civil society, the IA was made more accessible to 
community members. As noted by Scobie and Rodgers (2013), IA processes 
can often “channel and control community residents’ engagement” instead of 
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encouraging it. Negotiations that occurred as part of the IIBA processes were 
limited to a small group of experts and negotiators. While the QIA, as the 
designated Inuit organization representing Inuit communities of the region, 
was mandated to negotiate the IBA, community members were not directly 
involved, and there was no community consultation nor deliberation. This 
engendered tensions that subsequently forced the QIA to release the non-fi-
nancial clauses. With the arrival of a new the QIA president, the financial 
clauses of the Inuit organization’s IBA were finally released. It was, however, 
too late for community members to influence the decision-making process 
since the IBA had already been signed.

The Mary River mine had a considerable impact on the Nunavummiut. 
Firstly, BIMC’s incapacity to deliver the financial compensation (royalties) 
and reach the employment targets promised in the IIBA led to an arbitration 
process, which was resolved in favour of the QIA but introduced doubts on 
the company’s capacity to meet its commitments. Secondly, the decisions of 
the federal government to bypass the NPC has shown that the impact as-
sessment process can be easily overruled by the federal government. Finally, 
tensions arose between the five northern communities and the QIA over the 
use of the royalties of the Mary River project. This led the communities of 
North Baffin to formally request their separation from the QIA in order to 
create their own organizations as permitted by the NLCA. This “secessionist” 
movement was finally stopped by the refusal of NTI to consider their request 
and by the efforts of the new the QIA president to re-engage the northern 
communities’ leadership. It could partly be attributed to what could be con-
sidered a lack of transparency and deliberation in the negotiation of the IIBA. 
The negotiation of the second IIBA provided more consultation beforehand, 
but negotiations were still conducted by a small team and were not approved 
by the impacted communities or their residents. Finally, the fact that the IIBA 
was signed before the IA was conducted also created tensions, since it looked 
like the QIA had consented to the project while the impacted communities 
had not yet had the chance to participate in the IA process and thus fully 
ascertain the project’s potential repercussions. Finally, the QIA decided to 
withdraw its support to the second phase of the project, putting an end to this 
project and to the dissension. Dissensions can be very damaging for small 
communities and should be considered as a negative externality of the IA and 
IIBA processes.
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As we have seen, the FPIC principles that stem from UNDRIP are emer-
ging as a new norm for Indigenous engagement in resource development. In 
the case of Voisey’s Bay, all the engagement processes were conducted before 
UNDRIP was adopted, although, in the case of the IBA, a deliberative process 
was established. In the case of Nunavut, the NLCA only implemented a con-
sultation process through the IA and a negotiation process with the IIBA. As 
demonstrated, this could have led to the dissent of some Nunavummiut who 
felt that their concerns were not addressed or even considered. The ambiguity 
inherent to such consultation and authorization processes appears to call for 
the implementation of a real FPIC process. These cases further highlight the 
need to clarify the objectives of consultation and the definition of FPIC.

N OT E S

1 The authors wish to acknowledge the important contribution of Luc Brisebois and 
Bethany Scott from QIA, who helped us in the revision of this article as well as Rosalie 
Côté-Tremblay for her assistance in the research. However, the views and opinions 
expressed in this article are the authors’ own and do not necessarily reflect the official 
policy or position of their respective employers.

2 In the Canadian context, unceded lands or territories refer to Indigenous lands that 
have not been acquired by treaty or by an act of war.

3 See Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, 1997.

4 In 2016, there were 29 comprehensive land claim agreements and self-government 
agreements signed in Canada and 74 unsettled land claims (AANDC, 2016).

5 For example, this is the case with the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement (1993), with the 
Labrador Inuit Land Claims Agreement (2004), with the Sahtu (1993) and the Gwich’in 
(1992) comprehensive land claims agreements and with the Tłįchǫ Agreement (2003).

6 Between 2010 and 2014, Canadian appeal tribunals (federal, provincial, and territorial) 
heard 35% more cases on the duty to consult than between 2005 and 2009 (Papillon and 
Rodon 2017a).

7 Labrador Inuit Association v. Newfoundland (Minister of Environment and Labour), 
(1997) 157 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 164 (NFTD).

8 The third is the Nunavut Water Board (NWB).

9 Out of the thirteen communities in the Qikiqtani region.

10 QIA criticized, amongst other things, a lack references and a lack of evidence 
concerning the project’s impact on caribou (Williams 2015).

11 NTI has the signatory of the NLCA is responsible to statute on the demand to create 
a new designated Inuit Organization. At this time, there is one Designated Inuit 
organization (DIO) for each Nunavut regions, Kitikmeot, Kivalliq and Qikiqtaluk.
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